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RANDOM WALKS, GAUSSIAN PROCESSES AND 
LIST STRUCTURES 
G. LOUCHARD 
Laboratoire d' Informatique 
Abstract. An asymptotic analysis of list structure properties leads to limiting Gaussian Markovian 
processes. Several costs functions are shown to have asymptotic normal distributions. 
1. Introduction 
List structures are well-known objects in Computer Science, let us mention: 
dictionaries, priority queues, symbol tables, linear lists, stacks, etc. (see [7, Ch. IV] 
for detailed description). We will consider here lists of length 2n, i.e. initially of 
size 0 and returning to size 0 at step 2n, on which some operations are performed, 
such as: insertions, deletions, successful queries, and unsuccessful queries. Let us 
call N2,, the total number of such lists, of any type, with all possible operations. 
We define a probability measure on lists by assigning to each history (sequence of 
values of the list and operations performed) the probability l/N*“. Some cost 
functions can be defined on each history: storage costs (total integrated size on 
[0,2n]) and time costs (total costs related to the operations performed). 
The time costs depend of course on the list implementation. Only a few results 
are available on probability distributions of these variables: the stack storage is 
analyzed in [14-161, where it is shown to be asymptotically (n +a) equivalent to 
a Brownian excursion area. Flajolet, Puech and Vuillemin [9] obtain exact mean 
and variance of storage and time costs for dictionaries and priority queues. The 
purpose of the present paper is to develop general techniques to derive asymptotic 
distributions of list structure cost functions. We actually obtain limiting Gaussian 
Markovian processes for the histories and normal variables for linear and polynomial 
cost functions. 
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we summarize basic notations. 
Section 3 describes some classical list structures and known results. Section 4 is 
devoted to the simplest list, the linear one, which we treat in some detail. In Section 
5 we analyze priority queues and in Section 6 dictionaries. Section 7 concludes the 
paper. 
A preliminary presentation of our results is included in [17]. 
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Basic notations 
The following notations will be used throughout the paper. 
2n := size of the structure, 
LL := linear list, 
PQ := priority queue, 
D := dictionary, 
- := asymptotic to, for n + Co, 
-3 := converges to, for n + 00, 
+:= weak convergence of random functions in the space of all right continuous 
functions having left limits and endowed with the Skorohod metric (see [2, Chapter 
IIII), 
M := mean of some random variable (RV), 
V:= variance of some RV, 
pk := kth moment of some RV, 
Y, p, Y-, ?:= classical random walks, 
Y* := weighted random walk, 
E,(B) := expectation of event B for a random walk starting from a at time 0, 
E*(B) := expectation of event B for a weighted random walk, 
g(B) := expectation of event B for a product of rectangular RV, 
GF := generating function, 
X( M, V) := the normal (or Gaussian) RV, 
BM := the classical Brownian motion (see [12] for a good introduction and [ 131 
for some complexity applications), 
BE:= the standard Brownian excursion (see [3]), 
X( . ) := Markovian, Gaussian process with zero mean, 
Ezn :=the 2nth Euler number (or secant number) with exponential 
GF: Cr=‘=, E2,z2”/(2n)! = set z (see [7, p. 1421) 
E 2n - 4n+‘(2n)!/7r2n+1 
(see [l, eqs. (4.3.69) and (23.1.15)]), 
n?:=1.3.5**.(2n-1) 
(1) 
n?-fiem”(2n)“, 
C2, := the nth Catalan number 
c2n’ 2n c >I (n+l) n 
(2) 
with GF: Cz=p=, C2,,zn = (l-m)/22 (see [6, p. 1351) 
CZn - 4”/(J;;n3’2), (3) 
A 
l M2, := the number of paths (see Section 3) of length 2n with upward, downward 
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and two types of level steps, with GF: Cy=‘=, 6,~’ = (1-2~ -J1-42)/22* 
-p (see appendix); (4) 
this is a generalization of classical Motzkin numbers. 
. {x} :== x - lx] ) 
l iirv := independent identically distributed random variables. 
3. Some list structures 
This section summarizes the main properties of the structures we will analyze in 
the sequel. 
(i) Following Flajolet et al. [9], we define a schema (or path) as a word 0 := 
o,02... 02, E {I, 0, C.?‘, o-}* such that for all j, 1 <j s 2n : 
lolo*... 0,1,~10,02... o,i,. (5) 
A schema is to be interpreted as a sequence of 2n requests (the keys operated on 
not being represented) where 1, 0, Of, o- represent respectively an insertion, a 
deletion, a positive (successful) query and a negative (unsuccessful) query. 
Inequality (5) means that the size of the structure is always ~0. In the case of LL 
and PQ, only insertions and deletions are performed. 
A structure history is a sequence of the form: 
h := 01(r1)02(rJ . . . 02,(r2,) 
where 0=0,0,...0,, is a schema, and the rj are integers satisfying: OS r, < 
pos(a,_,(0)), where 
. a;.(0):=]0,0,... O,I,-(0,02... O,ln is the size (level) of the structure at step j, 
l pos is a possibility function (defined for each request) given in Table 1, 
l rj is the rank (or position) of the key operated upon at step j. 
We shall only consider schemas and histories with initial and jinal level 0. (The 
general case can be treated with similar techniques.) The number of such histories 
of length 2n, Nz,, is given in Table 1 as well as the number of schemas of length 
26 Sn. 
Table 1. 
podk) 
I D Q’ Q- NZt? S Z” 
LL k+l 
PQ k+l 
D k+l 
k 0 0 E*,, c ZM 
1 0 0 it? C ,L” 
k k k+l (2n)! M*,, 
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Table 2. 
LL 
PQ 
D 
1 r,(h) - 
, + II 
F r,(h) z: a,(h) D 
c 
,+D+Q++Q- 
r,(h) - 
(ii) To any history h, we will associate cost ,functions, C(h). Two cost functions 
will be firstly considered in this paper: the storage cost function: c(h) := C?, ai 
and the time cost function 7(h). This last function depends on the implementation 
of our lists structures. We will use two implementations only: the sorted list (SL) 
and the unsorted list (UL). The time cost functions dealt with by Flajolet et al. [9] 
for PQ and D are summarized in Table 2 as well as the time cost function we use 
for LL. 
Remark 3.1. Asymptotically, ~~o,o~ (h) -$,o(h): indeed to each insertion at some 
level 1, corresponds one deletion at level I- 1. 
Other cost functions are analyzed in Section 4.6. 
To any cost function C(h), we associate a random variable C” defined as 
Pr[C*=K]:= 
card{!): C(h) = K, h E Gz,,} 
N2l? 
9 (6) 
where, for any structure, fiI,, is the (finite) set of histories of length 2n. For further 
use, let us call iZn the set of all schemas of length 2n. 
Expectation of any event related to C* will be denoted by E”. Mean M” and 
variance V” of C” for storage u and time cost function r have been investigated 
in Flajolet et al. [9] for PQ and D. They use continued fractions and orthogonal 
polynomials. The main terms in their results are given in Table 3. The main term 
Table 3. 
M* V* 
SL UL SL UL 
’ This result seems erroneous; we obtain in Section 6.2: An’ 
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for LL, also given in Table 3, is deduced from our results in Section 4.6. For more 
details on structure histories (notably in connection with generating functions, 
continued fractions, permutations, etc.) the reader is invited to consult [6; 7, Chapters 
IV and V]. 
4. Linear lists 
We will start our structure analysis with the simplest list: the linear one. After 
establishing a sequence of lemma’s we will obtain the asymptotic properties of this 
structure. The linear case will be treated in some detail, preparing the way to other 
structures’ analysis. Cost functions are also analyzed. 
4.1. Large deviations 
The linear list is asymptotically equivalent, by Table 1, to a classical random 
walk, Y(i), of length 2n, from 0 to 0, constrained to remain nonnegative and with 
weight nfny’ Y(i) (corresponding to all histories of a given schema). Without this 
weight, the random walk would be asymptotically equivalent to a BE (see [12]). 
But here, the Brownian limit is no longer applicable: after some approximation 
experiments, we actually found that the main weight was related to large deviations 
in the random walk, of order O(n) (this is precisely justified in Section 4.4). 
We will thus start with the probability analysis of such deviations, which is solved 
by the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let 
Y(i):= i [,, 
j=l 
where the 5, are independent identically distributed random variables (iirv’s) with 
Pr(&-l)=Pr(&=+l)=:. 
Then, for 0 < u < 1, m -+ Co, 
Eo[%-$du] =(~-u2)-m~2(!?-m”” 
I 
= cp(m, u) 
P(U) 
l+- m +O(mm2) du (say), 
I 
where 
1 -$(l -u’) 
p(u):= t(t +2) 
(7) 
(8) 
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Proof. One could use asymptotics for the classical binomial distribution, but it is 
more elegant to proceed as in Feller [ 5, p. 5481 or Greene and Knuth [ 11, p. 791. 
The probability we seek is clearly equivalent to 
E 
0 
[ 
em, -tmEl du 
2 
m 1 
with 
?(i,:=ji,& and Pr[&=O]=Pr[&=l]=+. 
The generating function (GF) of .$ is given by g(z) = $( 1 -t z). Following the above- 
mentioned references, we define /3 by 
@g’(P) 
-=$(l+u), i.e. /3==. 
g(P) 
The probability we need is now related to the new GF: 
s(D) 
go=(l(l-u)+:(l+u)z) (9) 
with mean i( 1 + u) and variance V = a( 1 - u’). One can show, with the Central Limit 
Theorem [5, p. 5351) that, for m + co, 
I&[ P(m) -$m E$rn du] 
g(P)” P(U) = 
P 
mc,+u,i2yl.mfm du 1 +y+O(mm2) , 
1 
where 
p(u)‘= p4-3V2 
. 24v2 H4(0) 
(p4 is the fourth moment of (9) and H4 is the fourth Hermite polynomial). 
Standard computations lead to the lemma. 0 
4.2. Constrained random walk 
We must now take into account the constraint of nonnegativity for the random 
walk. We may proceed as Chung did for the passage from BM to BE (see [3, p. 167]), 
and obtain the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. Let 
Y(i):= i Q and A:=min(n>L: Y(n)<O). 
j=l 
Dejine F(i) := [Y(i) 1 A = 2n]. Let also 
Y,(i):=[a+Y(i);A>i] (10) 
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(random walk starting at a and killed at 0). We denote by B an event belonging to 
the Boreljield generated by Y , and dejine 
dv, x, Y) dy := Em 
YL(nv) 
----Eddy . n 
I 
Let 0 < E, 6 < 1. The event B for p(i), i E [ ne, n(2 - S)], has the following asymptotic 
probability: 
-vTG(2n)3’2C$(U,, E)4(U2, 6)7r(2-~-8, eu,, 6u,)du,du,, (11) 
where 
4(u, e):’ 
i 
log 
1+u ( > l_u cp(n.5 u), ifu < 1, 
2-(“E+l) 
2 ifu = 1. 
Proof. Firstly assume that u < 1. From the reflection principle [4, p. 721 we conclude 
that, for m+co, 
&[FEdu]--[,(,,u-i)-q(m,u+i)]du 
-2a,cp(m, u) du 
m 
2 
=-[ 
U 1+u 
--+$m log - 
m l-u2 
l_u p(m,u)du I 
-log 
By the random walk symmetry, we deduce the first part of (11). Between ne and 
n(2- a), ? and Y- are equivalent in probability. The coefficient &(2n)“’ is a 
normalizing factor (see [3, eq. (4.4)] for detailed justification). When u = 1, the 
discrete probability related to Y(m) leads to 2-“’ but Y(m) and m do have the 
same parity, hence the factor + in the asymptotic density. Cl 
4.3. Weighted random walk Y* 
The weight defined by (6) and Table 1 must now be taken into account. Let us 
tentatively set 
AX,(v)= Y*([nv])-ny(v), v E [O, 21, (12) 
where y( .) is a (deterministic) continuous nonnegative symmetric function (with 
y(0) = y(2) = 0) and X, ( . ) a random process with asymptotic zero mean (coefficients 
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will be justified in the sequel). Moreover as Y*( 1) = Y”(2n - 1) = 1 and Y* s n, we 
must have 
limnY(i) =limnY(2-i) =I, nY(.)sn. 
The constraints we put on y( .) in the sequel will be summarized by y-conditions 
(CY) YEC’, Y(0) = Y(2) = 0, 
Y(‘)G 1, Y’(0) = -y’(2) = 1. 
According to (6), we put on each trajectory of type (12) a total measure which is 
the product of probability measures as defined by (11) and the weight W = 
nyrr’ Y*(i). We firstly must find Y( .); then establish the stochastic properties of 
X,,( . ) and justify (12). Let us firstly look for an asymptotic formula for W along 
nY( .). We have: 
Lemma 4.3. Let y( . ) satisfy (Cy). Let 
WI= ev[ ‘F: lw( ny( f))] = exp(z) (my) 
and 
Wj, k):=exp[~~~ log( v i))]. 
Then 
I 
2 
lwMu))d~+2 
0
I 
2--l/n 
+ &({n~lJp 
Y’(U) dv 
r/n I Y(O) ’ 
My(v)) dv 
-j[log(Y($)) -IW(Y($)] 
+ 
(13) 
(14) 
where B, is the first Bernoulli polynomial. 
By convention, we say that the ‘convergence condition’ (CC) is satisjied if the last 
terms of (13) and (14) converge. 
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Proof. 
The second term + 0 by (Cy). Letf(x) := log(y(x/n)). The first term leads, by Euler’s 
summation formula, to 
(2n -2) log n 
+J,2n-‘log(y(;)) dx 
-:[log(Y(y)) -lW(Y(f))] 
J 
*n-1 
+ ~,({x~Y’(x) dx. 
L 
Term (b)+O by (Cy); term (a) is equal to 
=nJ 
2 bdy(~)) dv 0 
(term (4) 
(term @)I 
(term (c)). 
-n 
J 
My(v)) dv - n 
J 
h(y(~)) dv. 
0 2-1/n 
BY (CY), 
J 
I/n 
-n log(y(v))dv-logn+l. 
0 
Expression (13) is now straightforward and (14) is similarly proved. q 
4.4. Determination of y(.) 
This problem is solved in Theorem 4.6 at the end of this subsection. 
4.4.1. Asymptotic probability measure 
To obtain y( . ), we use Laplace’s asymptotic method on functional space. Let E, 6 
be small positive constants. Along any trajectory of type (12), for i E [2ne, 2n( I- S)], 
it is clear that, asymptotically, YP (see (10)) and Y are identically distributed (the 
hitting probability of the zero boundary is exponentially small). 
Let us assume that y satisfies (Cy) (this will have to be checked later on). When 
we let F, S + 0, it follows from (11) that the total probability measure on (12) is 
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asymptoticahy (n + 00) the same measure as the limiting one (F, 6 + 0) deduced from 
(7) for i E [2ns, 2n( 1 - S)], multiplied by 
$&(2n)3/22P”(‘+fi’_ 
(15) 
We now define x1, x2 E [E, 2 - S], x2=x1 + A (with A > O), y, = y(xl), y, = y(x2). The 
transition probability from [ nx, , ny,] to [ nx2, n(y2+dy2)], as given by (7), leads (if 
we neglect p(u)) to 
(I_ u2)-nN2( !z-“““‘2,2 “I;,YTu2) 
rr 
(16) 
with u = n(y,-y,)/nA. 
To apply the Laplace method, we must obtain the dominant term in the log of 
this density, which is given by 
log(l-u2)+ulog , 
Now as A + 0 (in some sense to be precised later on), u + y’(xr). The dominant term 
in the log of the total asymptotic probability measure along ny( .) is now easily 
derived as 
-in log(l -W(4)‘) +y’(u) log(s)] du. (17) 
Three problems remain to be solved: 
(1) We must take into account, in (16), the factor 
&,‘J2rrA(l -u’). (18) 
As we will see in Section 4.5, this is related to the asymptotic distribution of X,( . ). 
(2) The factor 2 mm’ in (15) must be considered. It can easily be checked that, if 
the function y( . ) satisfies the expansion condition 
(CE) y’(u)=l+Ku’+o(v’), jai, 
then 
The integral in (17) can thus be extended to [0,2]. 
(3) We must check that we can neglect the contribution from p(u) in (7). This 
can be done by carefully coupling A with n. To ease the analysis, let F = 6 = A = 2/k 
say. 
By (S), we must add to (17) a term which is 
-$&J Y' ; [ ( )I . 
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By Euler’s summation formula, this is equivalent to 
(term (a)) 
-~[P[Y’(~-A)I-P[v’(A)II (term @)I 
k-l 
1 
(term (c)). 
Let us assume that (CE) is satisfied. Then, by (8), 
p[y’(v)l =$+o 5 
( > 
for some K. 
Term (a) becomes: 
P[Y’(~)I dv 
and term (a) + 0 if nA’+’ + ~0. 
n-m 
Term (b) -&- 0, if nA’ + 00. 
Term (c)+0, if 
1 
-+O. ,.,Ai+’ 
The contribution from p( *) can thus be neglected by letting n + 00, A + 0 with 
nA j+’ + ccl. 
Note that, with this last condition, term (b) +O, even if the measure in (17) is 
computed on [E, v], v < 2. 
Summarizing our results, we derive the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.4. The dominant term in the log of the total asymptotic probability measure 
along ny( .), between v, and v2, is given, if (CE) is satisjied, by 
-in log(l -y’(v)‘)+y’(v) log(%)] dv. (19) 
4.4.2. The weight 
Turning now to the weight, we see that, if (CC) of Lemma 4.3 is satisfied, the 
dominant term in the log of the weight along ny( +), between vI and v2, is given by 
(v,-v,)nlogn+n (20) 
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collecting the results of (19) and (20), we finally obtain the next lemma. 
Lemma 4.5. The dominant term in the log of the asymptotic total measure (LATM) 
zlong ny( s), between v, and v2, is given, if (Cy), (CC) and (CE) are satisfied (with 
ul=j/n, v2- k/n), by: 
“2 
(v2-v,)n log n+n I[ -t Ml -(Y’(v))2) VI 
+ log(y(u)) dn 1 
=(v-v,)nlogn+n ?(Y, Y’) dv (say). 
VI 
(21) 
4.4.3. Justtjication of the first part of (12) 
Expressions (19) and (20) are balanced in the sense that their variable (in y( . )) 
3art is linear in n. It is easily seen that any other function h(n)y( v), with h(n) = o(n) 
would lower the first term in (13) without of course increasing the probability 
neasure (19) beyond O(1). The total measure in (21) would only be smaller. On 
.he other side, Y* d n, and we cannot go beyond h(n) = n. 
The determination of y( .) is finally solved by the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.6. For LL, 
y(v)=$sin(C,(v-CJ), (22) 
1 
where C, and C, are some constants. The boundary conditions, y(0) = y(2) = 0, lead 
to: C, = $T, C2 = 0. Conditions (Cy), (CC) and (CE) are obviously satisfied. 
Proof. The Laplace method leads to the following question: find the function y( .) 
naximizing (21), this is a classical variational problem. 
As f in (21) does not depend on v, we know that the associated Euler-Lagrange 
:quation possesses an integral of the form 
f - y’f,., = L (L constant), (23) 
which easily leads to (22). 0 
As a verification, we obtain the log of the asymptotic form of (1) from the sum 
of the LATM (21) along y(v) = (2/n) sin($rv) and log C2, (see (3)); we obtain after 
some computation -42nn2n eP2*/n2”, which corresponds to (1). 
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4.5. Asymptotic properties of X,, ( . ) 
These properties will be completely analyzed in Theorem 4.9, after establishing 
some convenient lemmas. 
43.1. Distribution of X,,(x) 
Let us firstly analyze the distribution of X,,(x), x E [0,2]. Set 0 = X,(x)/G. 
Assuming (12) to be valid, it is clear from Lemma 4.5 and Theorem 4.6 that the 
LATM along any trajectory from 0 to n[y(x) + 01 must be computed on n[z(v, y(x) + 
8, x) + fi,y( v)], where, by Theorem 4.6, z( U, u, x) = (l/C) sin( Cv) with C( U, x) 
such that 
z(x, u, x) = $ sin( Cx) = u 
and x( .) E C’ with x(O) =x(x) = 0. 
To simplify notations in this section, set 
77(u):= x(tJ)lfi, Y := Y(U), y*:= Y(X), 
dZ a22 
z,:= - ( ) au u=,‘*’ z* := (-1 au* u-y*’ *I:=: 
for all functions we need here. By symmetry, we can use 
z(2-u,y*+0,2-x) forvE[x,2] 
and, of course, z( u, y*, x) = y(v). 
The first result we need is summarized in the following lemma. 
(25) 
Lemma4.7. ThedominanttermintheLATMalongn[z(v,y*+~,x)+~(v)],v~[O,x] 
and along (25), u E [x, 21 is given by: 
with 
y(v) := $r cos($r~)u -sin($ru). 
Proof. We have, with u = y” + 0, 
z(v,u,x)=y+ez,+$32z2+o(02), 
Z~U, 24, ~)=yf+e~;+$e22;+0(e*). 
By (21), the LATM along n[z+ 71 is given by the following expression (with the 
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O(l)-term independent of 0): 
2n log n 
x 
+n I-I f(Y, Y’) 0 (term (a)) 
+ K&z, +f,41 (term lb)) 
++e2[f,z2+fy.z;1 (term (c)j 
+fe2[f,z:+2f,,z,z:+f,,,,(z;)2] (term (d)) 
+[77f,+77’fy’l (term (e)) 
+~8[f,~~~,~‘+~z:~~+cfyy~~~+fy~y~~:~’l dv 
I 
(term WI) 
+ n 
I 
2 [symmetric term] dv +0( 1). 
I 
Term (b) can be written as 
0 
I 
X {f,zr - a,[f,~,~‘+f,,,,~7] du + ~[fy~zll:=o. 
0 
But 
l the Euler-Lagrange equation gives (f is independent of v): 
fy =_f&‘Y”+.G’YY’; 
. z,(O) = 0, z,(x) = z,(2-x) = 1 (by (24)), fJx) = -.&(2-x). 
Expression (26) obtains the value 0 (as expected of course). 
Term (c) is also easily checked to be 0, as well as term (e). 
Term (f) can be written as (remember that ~(0) = r](x) = 0): 
I 
X 
8 ~[-z,(&)‘+&yz, -z;fyy- 4(.b)‘l dv 
0 
+ 
I 
2 [symmetric term] dv. 
x 
Now (23) gives here: f- z’jz, = L( U, x) from which we deduce 
f,z, - y’&z, - y’j&z; = [L,(u, x)lIF4.*. 
Differentiating with respect to v, we deduce by (27) 
Y’[fY~Z, -z,(&)‘- z:‘f,,,,- 4uJy)‘l = 0. 
(26) 
(27) 
As y’ # 0 if v # 1, we see by continuity that the term in square brackets = 0. Now, 
term (f) = 0. 
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We are left with term (d) which, by (21) (j$= 0 in our case), can be written as 
z, and z i can be determined as follows: set 
da+termin{ida. 
x 
(28) 
for all functions we use here. By (24) and Theorem 4.6, we obtain, by derivation 
on u: 
CZ[+rrx cos(+,x) -sin(fnx)]/(f7r)2 = 1. 
Now z’ = cos( CD) and 
z1 = Cz[&ru cos(&~) - sin($rv)]/($r)2. 
Letting 
y(v) := $rv cos (&rv) - sin($v), 
we readily obtain 
z1= Y(U)lY(X), z; = -(frr)2~ sin($lsu)/r(x). 
The first term in (28) becomes 
x 
-33’ I[ Y2(V) 0 y’(x)(2/7~)~ sin2($u) + (inTr)4( 2) sin($rv))2 dv y2(x) sin*($v) I ’ 
Performing the integration and adding the term from 52 leads to: 
e2n2 
-4~(x)~(2 - x)’ 
q 
We can now draw two important conclusions from Lemma 4.7. 
(i) The second part of (12) is now justiJied: 8 is clearly a term of order l/A. 
(ii) Normalizing the result of Lemma 4.7, in the sense of (6), the limit of X,,(x) 
is obviously a Gaussian variable with mean 0 and variance 
v* = 2y(x)y(2-x)/n2. (29) 
4.5.2. Covariance of X( .) 
Lemma 4.7 is of course not sufficient to draw definitive conclusions on the process 
X( . ): we must still compute the covariance of X( . ) and check the tightness of the 
sequence X,,( . ) to obtain weak convergence. But, as Y is a random walk, the 
tightness verification is classical [2, Chapter III]. 
The covariance problem is solved by the following lemma. 
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Lemma 4.8. The covariance ofX,( . ) is asymptotically given by (x, G xJ: 
E"[X,(x,)X,(x*)l-2y(x,)y(2-x*)la2=C~2 (say). 
CT2 is clearly factorized, the limiting process X( .) is thus Markovian. 
(30) 
Proof. We will only stress the main differences with the proof of Lemma 4.7. Set, 
for O<x,<x,<2, 
e .=Xb,) 
” J;;’ 
e .= X(x2) 
2’ 6 
Y: := Y(Xl>, Y2* := Y(X2). 
The trajectory we need is now given by n[z( U, yT + 8,) y,* + e2, x,, x2) + 71, where 
71 := x(v)/& with x( .) E C’, x(x,) = x(xJ = 0, and, by Theorem 4.6, 
~(~,u~,~~,x,,x,)=~sin(C,(o-C~)) 
L 
with C,, C, such that 
z(x,, Ul, r+,x,,x2)=n,, z(xz,~1,~2,x,,x*)=~2. (31) 
Let Z, := zc,, &:= zzz, Z,*:= z:,,,~ (where, again, setting 11, = yf, u2 = y,* is denoted 
by an asterisk). By (21) the dominant term in the LATM along n[z+ q] is given by 
(we keep only useful terms): 
2n log n 
+nB,O, 
I 
J2 [f,~,z+f,~z”;2] dv (term (a)) 
XI 
+ no, 0, 
I 
x2 [&( - -’ z,~~+Z:;,)+f,,~~,~~+-tf,,,,~:;i] dv 
1, 
+ remaining terms. 
(term (b)) 
Term (a) is easily seen to be 0. fi and 5: can be determined as follows. From (31) 
and Theorem 4.6, we obtain, by differentiating with respect to u,, u2: 
1 = (4/G&r COS(&TX,)[ CEU,x, -$TC& ] - Cf+, sin&x,)], 
0 = (4/n2)[~n cos&x,)[ C?,+x, -$rC$,J - CT,,, sin&x,)]. 
(32) 
Similar equations are written in x2. Now z’ = cos[ C,( v - C,)]. We have, 
Z, = (~/TT~)[T/~ cos ($rv)[ CTU,v -$rrC&,] - CT,,, sin&v)], 
2; = -sin($rv)[C~,,,v -$rCF,,,] 
(33) 
with similar equations for f2, z”i. 
Solving the 4x4 linear system in (32), introducing the solution into (33), term 
(b) becomes after some tedious but simple manipulations: -0,13~~r/2[y~ cos, - 
y, cosz] where y, := y(x,), cos, := cos($x,) and analogously for x2. 
Now, it is well known that the log of the density of two dependent Gaussian 
variables 0,) 19~ contains the product term 0,0,C2/[ VT Vt - CT:]. The lemma is 
now easily deduced. 0 
4.5.3. Summary 
Collecting our results for (12), (22), (29), (30) we finally state this theorem. 
Theorem 4.9. Let 
y( 2.1) := HIT cos($rv)21 -sin&v). 
For LL, 
where X( .) is a Markovian Gaussian process with mean 0 and covariance CT2 = 
2Y(x,)Y(2-%)/77*. 
X( . ) can of course be written as 
x(v)3Y(2-v)B Y(U) 
IT ( ) AZ-v) 
for some Brownian motion B( .). 
Expression (18) can now be justified: it corresponds to the asymptotic (A + 0) 
density factor for the Gaussian. Let x1, x2 E [0,2]. Set A := x2-x1 > 0. The condi- 
tioned variance of [X(x,)1X(x,)], ’ g 1s iven by V,*( 1 - CT;,‘/ VT V,*). By Theorem 4.9, 
this is equivalent to 
2 
[ 
Y2(2-XJY(X,) 
,2 Y(XM2 - XJ - 
I Y(2-xJ . 
For small A, this gives A sin*(&rx,)+o(A). But (18) leads to 
fi/J2rrA(l-(y’)‘)+o(A). 
By Theorem 4.6, the identification is immediate. 
4.6. Asymptotic distribution of cost functions 
Storage and time cost functions are analyzed: their asymptotic properties are 
obtained in three typical theorems. 
4.6.1. Storage cost function 
We firstly consider the storage cost function c&. Its asymptotic properties are 
given by the following theorem. 
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Theorem 4.10. 
* 
ULL 
- “I’:;1 -X(0, l), 
(n3y*) 
where v, = 8/rr2, v2 = (128/n’- 12)/~~. 
Proof. From (12) and Theorem 4.6, the asymptotic mean of atL is clearly given by 
2 n v,, with 
I 
2 
v, := y(u) dv and y(v) =?sin(fnv). 
0 7r 
From Theorem 4.9, the random variable ji X(v) dv 
which is Gaussian, with mean 0 and variance 
2 
v2 := 
I I 
2 
du, du2 b(uM- u2)/57’, 
0 UI 
which gives ( 128/n2 - 12)/7r2. q 
4.6.2. Time cost function 
is a classical stochastic integral, 
The time cost rtL will be first analyzed through its mean and variance. They are 
related to some properties of Y”. We obtain the asymptotic results. 
Lemma 4.11. Let 
i 
2 
v3 := y’(v) dv = 4/~r~; 
0 
E*(&)--~E*(c~&J-~~~Y,=~~~/IT~, 
V*(&j-$1~v,++jn~v,=(n~/1~~)[32/7r~-~]. 
Proof. From (6), Tables 1 and 2, we deduce 
= ;E*(a* LL) (by the very definition of utL). 
Similarly, 
E*[T;~- E*(&)]’ 
P(l) F’(2) 
_I_ c c ... ~~??~:’ [‘x1 (ji -iE*( Y*(i))) 2 hn 
YcS2n jl=* ,*=I II/ 
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-Iv*(&j+,:E*[y; v”(i)]. 
But 
V*(a:,)-(n3/Tr2)(128/7r2-12) 
by Theorem 4.10, and 
E*[ 2z’ Y”(i)] - nE* lo2 [ny(v)+fiX(v)j2 dv 
- n3v3+o(n3), 
where v3 := ji y’(v) dv = 4/n2. 0 
4.6.3. Distribution of rtL 
We now come to a surprising result: T 2, is also distributed as a Gaussian variable! 
Using general notations to ease further proofs, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.12. 
E*[7~L-tn2yl]k/n3k’2-~k(aV2+~V3)k’2 
with 
v, := Y(U) dv, v2:= V*( j-o2X(v) do), v3:= I:y2(v) dv, 
k! 
2k12(k/2) !’ k even’ 
k odd 
(pk is the classical kth moment of the Gaussian N(0, 1 )), 
rrL - 4n2/rr2 
[(n3,n2)(32,~2-9)11/2xX(o, l). 
Proof. 
k 4 I/ (n3k’2E2n) 
1 
P(l) ?(2n-I) 
= _E_ c ... c 
YE.!+,, j,=l i2,-l=1 
[cf”i’ [_ji-$?(i)]+~~f?~’ [ E(i)-E*( Y*(i))]]” 
n, WI 
. y P(l)}/(n3k~2E,,,). (34) 
The interest of this formulation is double: 
(i) we separate the contributions of p(i) as in classical variance analysis, 
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(ii) we can see 
LO, p(i)]. 
Conditioning on 
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the ji as iirv’s, conditioned on ?, with rectangular density on 
?, the main term in (34) is given by 
(35) 
where g is now related to the measure defined by (ii). 
By the Central Limit Theorem, the expectation 
i[-]r-~V[2~j’ $F2(i)]r’2 reven 
can be written as: 
l?[.]r-pr[gjo2y2(L, du]“2 reven (36) 
when we take expectation on ? as defined by (34). 
Moreover 
l?[.]r/n3r’2-0, r odd. (37) 
The second term in (35), weighted by ni F(i), becomes 
-[ I 
tn ‘&X(u) dv ‘-‘. 
0 I 
Taking expectation on ?, this gives the (k - r)th moment of a Gaussian variable 
and this is equivalent to 
pk_V[ $n’V*( lo2 X(v) du)]‘k~r”2. 
By (37) only even values of k must be taken into account (for odd value of k, (34) 
is asymptotically 0). Equation (34) finally becomes, for even k, 
k 
c 0 
~.r(~V3)r’2~k_,(aV2)(k-r)‘2 
reVen r 
which proves the theorem by standard calculations. q 
Actually, the proof of Theorem 4.12 can be extended mutatis mutandis to any 
polynomial cost function. Leaving the details, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.13. Let 
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(see Section 3 for notations) 
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~yy, := 
I 0 2 
Y”(U) dv, 
6v2:= V” 
(I 0 2 
y-‘(v)X(v) dv , 
> 
c 
u3 := 
I 0 2 
y2”( v) dv; 
then 
Other cost functions can be analyzed by similar methods. 
5. Priority queues 
This section will deal more briefly with our second structure. 
5.1. Asymptotic properties of Y*( .) 
We will cover the case by stressing the main differences with linear lists: technical 
details will be omitted, the techniques are quite similar to previous ones. 
According to Table 1, the probability measure is equivalent to that given by (19). 
The weight is covered by the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. The dominant term in the log of the weight along ny( .), between v, and 
v2, is given (modulo some convergence condition (CC), we omit the details) by 
f(v2-ul)n log n+n 
I 
“‘$(I+y’(v)) log(y(u)) dv. 
VI 
Proof. According to Table 1, the weight is asymptotically ny(u) for an upward step 
and 0 for a downward step. 
Let x, , x2 E [0,2], x2 = x1 + A (A > 0), y, = y(x,), y, = y(x2). As steps are either -1 
or +l, it is easy to see that the random walk from [ nx, , nyl] to [ nxz, ny,] makes 
f( 1 + u)nA positive steps, with u := (y2 - y,)/A. 
Letting A + 0, we see that we must use [4( 1 + y’) log(ny)] instead of log(ny) in 
the proof of Lemma 4.3. Lemma 5.1 is easily deduced. q 
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Combining Lemma 5.1 and the probability measure, we easily deduce the following 
theorem by variational techniques. 
Theorem 5.2. For PQ, 
y(v) = [ 1 - ($C, u - C,)‘]/ c, . 
The boundary conditions lead to C, = 2, C, = 1. Conditions (Cy), (CC) (qf Lemma 
5.1) and (CE) are satisfied. 
The log of the asymptotic form of (2) is easily checked. Asymptotics for X,( . ) 
can be analyzed as previously. After some tedious manipulations (note that here, 
fYY, f 0) we obtain the next theorem. 
Theorem 5.3. Let y(v) := tv2. For PQ, 
Y*([nv])-$nv(2-v) 
4% 
*X(v), 
where X( .) is a Markovian Gaussian process with mean 0 and covariance y(x,) ~(2 - 
x2). Also, X ( . ) can be written as 
Y(V) 
X(v)=y(2-v)B ___ ( > rc-v) 
for some Brownian motion B( .). 
Again, (18) is easily justified. 
5.2. Cost functions 
5.2.1. Storage cost function 
Let us first consider the storage cost (T&. The proof of Theorem 4.10 holds with 
I 
2 
VI := y(v) dv =$, 
0 
2 
y2 := 2 
I I 
2 
du, du,;u;$(2-uJ2=&. 
0 u1 
We thus deduce the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.4. (a$o-$t2)/(&n3)“2-.K(0, 1). 
5.2.2. Time cost function 
The time cost r$o depends on the implementation (see Table 2). For the UL 
implementation, ~-so,o~ - ia&. We deduce immediately the following result. 
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Theorem 5.5. ( 7$Q,uL -fn’)/(&n3)“‘- X(0, 1). 
For the SL implementation, note that, from Table 2 (and the Remark 3.1), the 
proof of Theorem 4.12 can be adapted with 
;<; [.“,j,-“*F,’ F’(Y’(i))li in (34). 
lil 
This gives asymptotically 
2n-I 
11 
h-r ,:, F(i)-; 1 E*(Y*(i)) 
12, 
Again, by our Remark 3.1, 
,f, p(i) =i C Y(i) 
,=I 
and equivalently for 1 ii, ~~ ?“( i). We thus obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.6. ( 7&SL -tn2~,)/[n’(~v,+2~1/3)]“2-~~~(0, 1) with 
1/x := 
I 
2 
y’(v) dv=$, 
0 
fV, =;, &l++&v, =A. 
Remark that all means and variances conform to the results in [9] (see Table 3). 
Theorem 4.13 is valid and other cost functions can be similarly analyzed. 
6. Dictionaries 
Our third structure is now analyzed with our usual tools. 
6.1. Asymptotic properties of Y*( . ) 
According to Table 1, the weight is that given by Lemma 4.3 but this time, the 
probability measure is changed. We obtain the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.1. The dominant term in the log of the total asymptotic probability measure 
along ny( .), between v, and v2, is given, if (CE) is satisjied, by 
-n log(l -y’(v)*)+y’(v) log(%)] dv. (38) 
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Proof. Repeating, mutatis mutandis, the proof 
probability 
of Lemma 4.1, we start from the 
E y(m)-mEdu 
0 
[ m 1 
with Y(i):=Cl=, 5, where 5, are iirv’s with 
Pr[[, = -l]= Pr[9 = +l] =a, Pr[[, =0] =$. 
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4 can easily be adapted. 0 
It is now directly checked that the Euler-Lagrange equation (23) is exactly the 
same as in the PQ case; Theorem 5.2 is thus valid for case D. 
Now the proof of Lemma 4.7 can be adapted, with f,,,, = 0, and a term 2( z{)‘/( l- 
y”) in (28) (the factor 2 arising from (38)), with, of course, y(v) =$u(2- v). This 
easily leads to the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.2. Let y(v) := v*/2& For D, 
Y*([nvl) -hC- u)*x(v) 
VTl 
where X( .) is a Markovian Gaussian process with mean 0 and covariance y(x,) ~(2 - 
.x2). X( .) can be written as 
Y(V) 
X(v)=y(2-v)B ~ ( > y(2-v) 
for some Brownian motion B( . ). 
Again with (4), the log of the asymptotic form of (2n)! and the equivalent of (18) 
can be easily justified. 
6.2. Cost functions 
Theorems 4.10 and 4.12 are applicable with 
V, =f, 4 4 v2=45r v3=15. 
This leads to the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.3. 
u;-- :n2 1 2 
--X(0, 1) and 
+Tn 
(&‘)‘/2 A- X(0,1). (&‘)W 
Again, Table 3 is justified (see however footnote a), Theorem 4.13 is valid and 
other cost functions can be similarly analyzed. 
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7. Conclusion 
We have developed a general methodology to analyze asymptotic distributions 
of list structure histories and cost functions: the techniques are illustrated by three 
classical lists: the linear one, the priority queue and the dictionary. 
Starting from a classical random walk, we put a weight on it and obtain the 
limiting process as a superposition of a deterministic function (of order n) and a 
Gaussian Markovian process (of order fi). Cost functions are then related to 
stochastic integrals on these processes (which lead to Gaussian variables). Three 
generalizations are possible: 
(i) putting other boundary conditions on the paths, 
(ii) defining other cost functions, 
(iii) using more general random walks (several keys insertion or deletion, etc.). 
Our techniques can be easily adapted to such situations. 
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Appendix 
Let I%?~,, be the number of paths of length 2n, from 0 to 0, with upward, downward 
and two types of level moves. Following Flajolet [6, Theorem 11, it is easy to express 
the GF of fiZ,, as a formal power series with continued fraction expansion: 
M(z):= C ti,,z’= 
1 
HZ” 
2 
l-22- z 2 
l-22-5 . . . 
from which we deduce 
M(z) = (1 -2z-m)/2z2. 
Comparing with Catalan continued fraction expansion easily gives: 
iii, -4n+‘/(JT;;n3’2). 
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